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Nos. 226, 227, 2~3, 266, O.T. 19/+8
Cert to CCA 3

J
S E C v . ¢Central-Illinois Securities Co__q~.
The facts are set out at length in the cert memo, together
with summaries of the SEC)s action and the Action of the DC and

o

CCA.

Cert memo, pp. 1-%.
(1)

The first problem stated in the cert memo is t~at pre-

sented by the petition of the common Stockh01ders) No. 266conte n d

They

that the D C h a d 9 9 w e r to substitute the figure of $100

for t h e flgure ?f $110~ arrived~~ ~:at by the SEC.~o Their grounds are
that the innvolunt.ary liquidation price of $100 i s determinativ e,
or in the alternative that the "fair and equitable"

standards of

the Act were complied with by the DC in its valuation and that
the "equitable equivalent"

of the rights surrendered by the pre-

ferred shareholders could not on this record exceed $100.

0

The SEC and both lower courts agreed that the Involuntar~
liq~datlon

price was not controllln~.

Although the common stock~

holders insist otherwise, I think it quite clear that Otis & Co.
v. SEC, 323 U.S. 62/+, settles t ~ s

point adversely to the m .

The

ground upon which the common stockholders would distinguish the
Oti_____sscase, the fact that there both common and preferred stockholders were to receive participations

in a continuing holding

company enterprise, is expressly rejected as a basis for decision
by the Court in that case.

323 U.S. at 638.

The common stockholders can fare no better on the alternative
ground they urge for leaving the decision of the DC undisturbed.
If the valuation standards employed by the SEC were incomplete or
erroneous,

there is no valuation figure arrived at by the SEC

by use of the correct valuation standards.
substitute ~ s

Too pgrmlt the DC to

valuati0n flgure would be to e x c l m d e

the SEC

/

•
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from participation In the valuation process.

The CCA 3 was cur-

rect in requiring remand to the SEC, if the valuation standards
/

employed by that agency were erroneous°
(2)

The CCA held that a district court under §ll(e) has a

broaOer.P0wer t 0 reject the SEC's valuations t h a ~ d o e s
rectl~vlewing

a CCA dl U

the falrness of a plan under §2~(a)~ whlch per-

mlts any person aggrieved by "an order issued by the Commission
under this title" to secure review in the CCA upon the adminlstratlve record and under the "substantial evidence" rule.

Lan~.

guage__~...~.
~making
. . . . .the~~ SEC 's findings, of fact _conc!usiv~e i~_.~upporte&
b y_~.ubstantial~ evidence is lacking i n § l l ( ~ .
It is the SECts position that the question decided by the
DC and the CCA, vlz., whether the SEC employed the correct meth~
of valuation~ ~s_one 9 f l a w
DC.

o

and was p roper!y~reviewed~b~_the

The CCA is criticized for treating the decision of the DC
=-

that the plan approved by the SEC was unfair as one of fact.

o
°~

"Certainly," said the CCA~ "we cannot say that this conclusion
[that of the DC] was clearly erroneous."

(R.39.)

N.

The questionE

given the most attention by the CCA was that of the extent of t~
power to reject SEC determination in review under §ll(e)o
If the questi0n is not one of law~ says the SEC~ the quest~

~
@

of scope of review

becomes materlal~

mtld t h i s

Court

should hold

~

that §ll(e) grants to the DC a scope of review similar to that
exercised by ~ DC under §77 of the Bankrupt_cy Act~ and that this ,~
scope of review is not "widely different . . . than would apply
o

under Section 24°"

Noreover~ if the issue is not one of law, i~
h

Is a question

B

of pol~y

for

of revlew~ says the agency°

t h e SEC t o d e c i d e

under

any theory

/

/
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I think that

the question

of w h e t h e r p r e ~ e r me~hqds_~ff_ v g l u =

atlon have been employed by the SEC is one of law, and that the
DC and CCA had power to review the question whatever theory of
scope of review is applicable.

It is therefore unnecessary to

reach the question of whether review under §ll(e) is similar to
revle~ under §24(a).

This is the position of the SEC.

It is

reenforced by the approach of the Court in Otis & Co. v. SE__~C~
su__u~, in which the question of whether preferred stockholders
were given "fair and equitable" treatment by a plan was treated
as a question of law and no n

~

~

w

~

reliance was placed

upon limitations on scope of review.

(3)

The SECts valuation of the ~i~hts of the p r e f e r r ~

st~
@J

holders was an attempt t o ' a ~ p l y t h e doctrine of the

cas~.

o
~J
Q

In that case the plan provided for receipt by both common and pr
ferred stockholders of securities in a lower echelon company.
The plan was held "fair and equitable" although it allowed par~

o

ticipatlon by common stockholders before the preferred stockhold
.=

had received securities whose present value was equal to the
preferred's full liquidation preference.

It was held that "the
@a

rights of stockholders of a solvent company which is ordered by
o

the Commission to'distribute its assets among its stockholders m~
=

be evaluated on the basis of a going business and not as thgugh
liquidation were taking place."

naming ~n i n v o l u n t a r y

liquidation

Preexisting contract provisions

price

"which produce results

at

~
@

varience with a legislative policy which was not foreseeable at
the time the contract was made" were inoperative not merely be-

cause the business
P

happened t o c o n t i n u e i n a n o t h e r form i n t h a t

~ase.but bec~a!sei',Congress:~dld n o t l n t e n d t h a t l t s
•

'~"

"

"

~
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~

'
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~
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e~erclse of
- ~

~.'

.
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power to simplify should mature rights, created without regard to

involuntarily, through action of creditors."

By ,,giving value

to the rights of the preferred in a going concern rather than as
if by sale and distribution," the SEC ".recognizes and applies the
doctrine of full priority."
The SEC conceived its task too~be to determine whether the
plan gave each security holder ,from that which is available for
the satisf&ction of his claim, the equitable equivalent of the
rights surrendered."

The SEC determined, ~

accordance with un~

ted testimony, that the current worth of the preferred, or
................

.

.

.

.

.

its ,,investment value" on a going concern basis, was at least
equal to t h e call~rices.

It concluded that it was not fair

k

and equitable to pay the preferred any less than the call prices
which were regarded as fixing a ceiling on the claims of the pre.

9

ferred.

While the SEC found that ,,retirement of the preferred

stock will be of immediate benefit to the common stockholders,"

~i

it found it unnecessary to place a d~llar value upon the interes
the common stockholders surrendered and received under the plano
The SEC was indisputably correct in holding that the Otis

@J

case required it to give the preferred stockholders"the present
value or investment worth . • • on a going concern basis," and
that the involuntary liquidation price was o n l y one factor in
valuation

.

@

Because the preferred was to be retired by payment

in cake, the agency's focus was different ~-~-- '~-:--~

-'- in Oti_~s

The CCA criticized the SEC for failure t o ~ive ,,substantial
•

r

c2onsideration to the future earnin~ power of Engineers and i t s
0

subsidiaries."

The SEC answers: that here the preferred is paid

in cash~ no earning power in th~ form of participation in the
~nterprise was apportioned to the preferred)as was the case in

Noso 226, 227, 243, 266, p. 5
~-~o

~

'~.u~,,~.= ~,-..~6 ~ower" of the cash received by the

preferred could only be appraised by determlng the investment
opportunities open to the preferred stockholders.

/~x~uuua~

The

SEC believes that "the most workable hypothesis for finding a
fair equivalent between cash received and the security surrendered
under the compulsion of the plan~ is that of relnvestment in a
security of comparable risk°"

The question asked was~ "How much

money would it cost the preferred stockholders to replace their
securities with comparable ones?"

~ralsing

wh_at the p.re~

ferred stockholders surrendered t h e S E C was primarily_~conqerned,
not with the total of Engineers' prospective earnings, but with
the degree of risk that future earnings would be sufficient to
maintain the preferred dividend.

O

The CCA also found error in the SECts failure to make a

e

finding as to the value of the common stock.

O

The SECts answer
6

is adequate: it found that it was beneficial to the common stocl

O

to ~et~re the preferred for cash even at the call price; moreov~
E

it found that the plan accorded the preferred, which was entitl~
to absolute priority, no more than fair compensation for the ri~
@

surrendered.
O

The CCA thought the SEC in error in valuing the preferred

O

"as if the Act had n~ver been passed" but refusing to consider
the common by the same standard.

The
SE___C states that it did not

value the preferred as if the Act had hever b~en passed, but as
if the present reorganization required by §ll(b) of the Act had

~=

not been required

~

O
•

This explanation destroys whatever c~olor

of merit there may have been in the CCA's remarks on this matter
It is also to be remembered that the flndingsthat the common bez
fited by the elimination of the preferred and that the preferred
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~eived no more than the equitable equivalent of the rights
surrendered imply consideration of the effects of the Act, apart
from the reoEganlzation proceedings.
The DC held that the SEC had erred in failing to consider
various ~colloquial equities" in valuing the preferred.

Among

these equities were losses occasioned by the Act, adverted to
above~ ~

as well as the issue price and market history of the

preferred and the divldend hlstories of the preferred and common.
Issue price and market history have little bearing upon the
present value of the preferred, and to the extent that they had
such bearing they must have been considered in arriving at the
valuation.

And present value is the determlnativ~e factor, as a

analogous case observed~
182, 199.

Schwabacher v. United States, 334 U oS

As ~or the dividend histories of the preferred And

common, the principal factor being the accumulation of earnings
in the system, the SEC notes that dividend policies were dictat
primarily by tax considerations.

~m~E

Y ~ ~ ~

The commom

were in any event fully compensated for their sacrifices.

It i

important that even had management pursued a liberal dividend
policy, the preferred would probably have been worth more than
the call prices.
The common stockholders attempt to argue that a doctrine c
frustration should be applied:

u

The Act made the continuance of
o

the contract to w~ich preferred shareholders were parties im~
possible; all the preferred shareholders are entitled to r e c o ~
is their contribution to the enterprise°

The common stockh°idE

rely up0n the CCA 2 decision in N ev~York Trust Co. v. SEC, 131
F.2d 274, which held the doctrine they urge applicable to valuing the amount to be paid bondholders°

The bondholders were not

